Sales Agreement Contracted in Kenilworth, Province of Ontario, Canada

BETWEEN ABUNDADOTS CATTERY AND BUYER:

Abundadots Retiree Sales Contract :
Description of Cat :
NAME : _________________________________________________
BREED : Bengal SEX : ________________ D.O.B : __________
COLOR & PATTERN : ____________________________________
REGISTRATION # : SBT _______________ Reg. Papers provided : YES - O / NO - O
Health is guaranteed for a period of 72 hrs. from the time the cat leaves the possession of the seller. Adult cats need
time and patience to adjust to a new home, new situations, and new people. There is not a single set time frame for
them to adjust to an entirely new life. If after ample opportunity, the cat will simply not adjust, we will try our best
to help in relocations. Once the cat leaves the possession of the breeder, said breeder
(Abundadots/Cattichrome catteries/Suzanne Merrill) can not be held responsible for any Veterinary bills or
charges incurred on said cat.
The cat is a purebred bengal cat and is registered with ‘The International Cat Association’ (TICA). A copy of the
regiatration papers are given with this cat. The buyer agrees not to permit the cat to have any contact with other
animals for several days in order to allow the cat to adapt to its new environment, in calm and secure area. The
change of family and environment is a stressful event and the cat’s immune system is more fragile, and the cat more
vulnerable, during the period of adaptation. No veterinary or other expense shall be reimbursed by the breeder to the
buyer under any circumstance. The buyer agrees to continue feeding the cat with the same food that the cat is
accustomed to in order not to perturb the cat’s digestive system, & if the buyer wishes to change the type of food,
they will introduce the new food gradually. The buyer agrees to provide the cat with the optimum care, food,
shelter, correct routine, accident related medical attention, exercise and love that will promote the health and
happiness of the cat. The buyer will not allow the cat to roam freely outdoors.
The cat shall never be sold, leased or given to a pet store, research laboratory, animal shelter, animal broker or any
other similar type of facility or organization (or their agents). Should the buyer find themselves at any time during
the life of the cat, in a situation where they can no longer keep the cat, they will contact the breeder & the breeder
agrees provide assistance in finding a new home for the cat. Buyer agrees to provide Abundadots with weekly
updates and photos throughout first 6 months.
Contract has been read and understood by both parties.
Initials of Breeder __________
1

Initials of Buyer

__________

